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Introduction

RéamhRá

FaILTIÚ, WELCOmE 

Cuireann Cumann Bailte Slachtmhara Bhéal 

átha Fhínín agus Inis Céin fáilte romhat 

chuig abhantrach álainn abhainn na Bandan, 

go háirithe áit a sníonn sí trí shráidbhailte 

nasctha Bhéal átha Fhínín agus Inis Céin 

agus tríd an gceantar máguaird. ar aon dul 

lenár n-éiteas chun folláine, bithéagsúlacht 

agus inbhuanaitheacht ár dtimpeallachta 

nádúrtha a chur chun cinn ag tráth a 

bhfuil an aeráid ag síorathrú, féachaimid le 

feasacht ar an sruthchúrsa iontach seo a 

mhúscailt i measc an phobail. Dar ndóigh, 

is conaire fiadhúlra ar leith í abhainn 

na Bandan “a chothaíonn éagsúlacht 

fhairsing de bhithéagsúlacht idir órgánaigh 

mhicreascopacha agus inveirteabraigh 

uisceacha agus réimse fairsing éisc agus 

éan” (éire – Tír na naibhneacha, 2020). Ní 

mór dúinn gníomhú chun í a chosaint!

Iarraimid ort féachaint tríd an leabhrán 

seo, ina bhfuil cnuasach eolais áitiúil 

agus cuimhní faoin abhainn, mar aon le 

rannpháirtíocht na leanaí áitiúil agus an 

phobail sa “seomra ranga faoin aer” seo. an 

chéad uair eile a shiúlfaidh tú feadh bhruach 

na habhann, féach uirthi as an nua, éist lena 

hamhrán agus féach ar na gnáthóga ann. 

The River Bandon flows through the beautiful 
twin villages of Ballineen and Enniskeane 

as it journeys from source to sea. Ballineen and 
Enniskeane Tidy Towns Association’s aim is to 
raise awareness within the community of the 
importance of this magnificent waterway and its 
riparian margins, while promoting the wellbeing, 
biodiversity and sustainability of our natural 
environment.

You may ask, what is a riparian margin? As you 
stroll through the Riverside Biodiversity Garden 
in Ballineen, you will notice that the grassy areas 
adjacent to the riverbank are un-mown and left 
to nature. These riparian margins are high-value 
ecosystems which are rich in biodiversity and 
their function is to protect the river from run-off 
carrying nutrients which could adversely impact 
the eco-system and water quality of the river.

In relation to water quality, Ballineen and 
Enniskeane Tidy Towns Association’s members 
are pro-active Citizen Scientists and attended 
workshops and fieldtrips during autumn 2021, 
facilitated by the Local Authority Waters 
Programme (LAWPRO) and Dr Simon Harrison 
UCC. The fieldtrip activities, along stretches of 
the Bandon River at Ballineen Bridge and at 
points on its tributaries Ahán, Ballinacarriga, 
and Blackwater; sought to analyse the health 

of the river through use of a kick-sampling data 
gathering technique. The macro-invertebrate 
samples which were collected were assessed in 
accordance with the Citizen Science Stream Index 
(CSSI), which is based on the presence or absence 
of six aquatic invertebrates, the three pollution-
sensitive and the three pollution- tolerant 
invertebrates.

Ballineen and Enniskeane Tidy Towns Association, 
with the backing of LAWPRO, commissioned 
StreamScapes to provide education packages 
and to engage with the community and the two 
local primary schools to promote awareness-
raising discussions and to support our vision 
for the enhancement of the water quality 
and biodiversity of the River Bandon and its 
catchment. This booklet includes articles, images 
and photographs provided by the community in 
support of this initiative. We wish to acknowledge 
all who contributed to this publication, and to 
thank Carbery Group, Enniskeane Concrete 
Products (Keohane’s Readymix) and GP Wood 
for sponsorship of the booklet. We invite you to 
enjoy reading this publication.

Margaret O’DOnOvan, 
Chair Ballineen & enniskeane 
tiDy tOwns

Bandon River

As I drove to work this morning, I crossed the Brooklyn Bridge 
I gazed ore misty waters, and made a silent wish.

How I longed to be far o’re the sea, back home in Ireland 
In a place far from Manhattan, by the River Bandon grand.

Oh my lovely River Bandon, where as a youth I rambled 
And played along your grassy banks and bowers.

How I wish I could be strolling, by your pleasant waters flowing 
And feel your peace and beauty, wash all my cares away.

From Nowen Hill down to Kinsale, you flow by hill and dale.
By Dunmanway Ballineen and Enniskeane.
Through the town whose name you bear, 

and Innishannon’s banks so fair 
Then the tide comes in to welcome you to 

Kinsale’s famed harbour blue.

Oh my lovely River Bandon, where as a youth I rambled 
And played along your grassy banks and bowers.

How I wish I could be strolling, by your pleasant waters flowing 
And feel your peace and beauty, wash all my cares away.

 
Colum Cronin, 1989
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an Overview: ‘Our Bit’ of the River Bandon;  Pools & Tributaries

Birds of the River Bandon: 
The Grey Wagtail and the Dipper

When we think of river bird-life there is a tendency to 
immediately think of birds such as Herons or Mallards or 
Kingfishers. They are all stunning species in their own right. 
Nothing beats the flash of iridescent blue as a kingfisher zips 
by, or sitting watching a Grey Heron ready to strike. There 
are, however, two riparian specialists that do not get as much 
attention but are just as stunning and even more interesting in 
my opinion. I want to tell you all about the Grey Wagtail and 
the Dipper.

“Grey Wags” are stunners. They are quite like the more common 
Pied Wagtail but with at least one very obvious difference. The 
adult Grey Wagtail has mostly yellow underparts (white on Pied 
Wag), with the yellow on the male birds reaching right up to 
the chin. Its long tail is also very eye-catching and when it flies 
its high pitched “zi-zi” call is unmistakable. They absolutely 
adore fast flowing water. Here is where this bird gets extremely 
interesting though. When observing Grey Wagtails one of the 
first things you will notice is its “bobbing” tail. The reason for 
this bobbing has not been understood until recently. One 
theory suggests that they “pump” their tails to flush out insects 
from around the water course. These become easy pickings for 
the wagtail’s bill which is perfectly adapted for catching insects. 
The good news is the Grey Wagtail’s range is expanding as 
the quality of the water in our rivers improves. Another good 
reason to keep our rivers clean!

The Dipper is another wonder of our river systems. There is 
nothing like them. Seeing them however requires a bit of local 
knowledge and a lot of patience. They are our only aquatic 
song bird. We often first see them as a fast moving flash of 
black and white flying low over the river surface. But if you 
wait and remain patient, that’s when the real magic starts. 
These plump birds will often perch on a shiny wet rock in the 
river. They repeatedly dip or bob up and down. This dipping 
is somehow thought to conceal their presence from possible 
prey. Dippers are special in another way though. We have all 
heard of diving ducks and diving seabirds such as Gannets. 
Amazingly, dippers can also dive and swim beneath the water. 
They search out insects such as caddis fly larvae and small fish. 
Underwater footage of dippers has shown how waterproof 
their feathers are. They are perfectly adapted to life near 
fast flowing water and are, for me at least, one of the most 
underrated bird species that occur in Ireland. So next time you 
are walking along the bank of the River Bandon as it meanders 
through Ballineen and Enniskeane, take a seat and observe. 
And as you enjoy the Grey Herons and the Mallards, keep your 
eyes peeled for the yellow flash of the Grey Wagtail and the 
bobbing beauty of the Dipper.

ChristOpher O’sullivan t.D.

The River Bandon rises near 

Nowen hill in the Shehy 

mountains and flows through 

72km of the west Cork 

countryside before entering the 

sea at Kinsale. On its journey 

it passes through our locality 

including manch and the 

villages of Ballineen, Enniskeane 

and murragh, with each of these 

places having bridges which 

span the main river.

The River Bandon has a 
great history of fishing 

featuring salmon, sea trout and 
brown trout. Like all such rivers 
with healthy fish it had a history 
of subsistence poaching, 
giving the river a colourful 
character. Joseph O’Neill, a 
writer with Enniskeane family 
connections, describes salmon 
poaching in his book “Blood-
Dark Track”: “In between the 
two nets was the Key Hole. If 
the salmon were anywhere, 
they would be there, slowly 
twisting where the river was 
10-12 feet deep. These were 
the trade secrets that my 
grandfather knew from his 
childhood: the location of 
the pools where the salmon 
congregated...the Key Hole, 
the Forge Hole, the Rock 
Pool and the Flat of Kilcascan 
– (as well as) the fords and 
the dangerous currents. He 
learned from his father who 
acquired the knowledge 
and the poaching know-
how from his own father.” 
These salmon pools’ names 
give this stretch of the river 
a unique personality: Going 
upstream towards Manch 
from Enniskeane there is the 
‘Foxes’ Hole’ located behind 
St. Mary’s GAA grounds; 
‘Poll UÍ Chruadhlaoich’ is 
near the townland boundary 
between Knockaneady and 
Curraghcrowley east of 

Ballineen Bridge; west of 
Ballineen Bridge is ‘The Black 
Stone’, where a big stone in 
the middle of the river was 
well known in olden times as a 
place to get a good fish catch. 
Moving west, ‘The Key Hole’ 
is opposite Derrigra Cross; 
then ‘The Bullock Hole’ and 
upstream ‘The Ware Hole’ very 
close to the Carbery Group 
factory, then almost together 
are ‘The Horse’s Hole’, ‘The 
Soldier’s Hole’, ‘The Lower 
Gibraltar Hole’ and the ‘Upper 
Gibraltar Hole’(!). Upstream 
beyond the Idle Bridge is 
Joseph O’Neill’s “Forge 
Hole”, which is located behind 
the Old Forge at the end of 
the Manch Straight, and just 
beyond the Mill Gate the “Key 
Hole” is located.

On the southern side of the 
river almost directly across 
from the Idle Bridge, on the 
O’Neill-Daunt lands, is the ‘Flat 
of Kilcascan’, and on a bend 
in the river is Daunt’s Stream 
which commences its journey 
in Hollyhill before crossing 
the main Ballineen-Rossmore 
Road at ‘Poll na gCaorach’, 
an old sheep dipping pond 
in Currabeg. It crosses the 
road again in Buddrimeen 
before flowing under the 
Ballineen-Ballinacarriga Road 
at Kilcascan Bridge, from 
where it flows through the 
Kilcascan Estate to join the 

River Bandon. There were two 
flax ponds near this stream on the 
Buddrimeen road in the 1930s. 
Moving west on this side of the 
river one may find more pools: 
‘Lower Lyons’, ‘Clover Pool’, 
‘Middle Lyons’, ‘Upper Lyons’, 
‘Dog Pool’, ‘Poll Uí Niatháin’ or the 
‘Nyhan’s Hole’, while further along 
in Girlough is ‘Poll na Muice’. 
Along the Enniskeane to Murragh 
section of the river is Bird Island 
with Boyle’s Stream located in 
Ardkitt; “With the Gravelly Road” 
as a guide ‘The Railway Hole’ 
is near the old railway line, and 
further along in Ardkitt is the ‘Rock 
Hole’, ‘Keeffe’s Hole’ and ‘The 
Bull’s Hole’ all in one field, while 
The Pile Bridge near the old West 
Cork Railway’s Desert Station was 
also well known as a great place 
for salmon.

anne lynCh
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1 Leaping Salmon - Mike Brown
2 Grey Wagtail - Ronan Archbold
3 Dipper - Ciaran Cronin.
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Flora

There are some wonderful trees 

and plants growing along the 

River Bandon. Native trees such 

as oak, ash, hazel and alder 

are prominent on the banks, 

especially from the Idle Bridge 

to manch Bridge. 

There are also lots of whitethorn 

and blackthorn trees growing 

on the hedgerows. 

Among the plants found along 
the river is Water Crowfoot, 
a species of buttercup which 
is a perennial and found in 
ponds, rivers and lakes. It has 
white, five petal-flowers with 
a yellow circle in the centre, 
blooms in May and June and, 
in favourable conditions can 
grow up to 6 metres long, with 
long slender stems and the 
flowers breaking the water’s 
surface. William Barnes (1801 
– 1886) refers to it in his poem 
‘The Water Crowfoot’:

O small feac’d flow’r that now 
dost bloom To stud wi’white 
the shallow Frome

An’ leave the clote to spread 
his flowe’r On darksome 
pools o’ stwoneless Stour
Yarrow is a strongly aromatic 
perennial plant that grows wild 
on roadsides and pastures, 
flowering from June to 
November. Each flower cluster 
has little cream and pinkish 
white disks. The leaves are 
dark green and feathery. As 
a medicinal herb it is used to 
stop blood flow from injuries. 
Achilles, The Greek Warrior 
was reputed to have used it on 
bloody battle wounds.

Bird’s Foot Trefoil belongs to 
the Fabaceae family, growing 
up to 50cm high. Its flower is 
a deep yellow and develops 
into small pea like pods. It is 

very vigorous and can survive 
trampling and close grazing.

Hybrid Woundwort is another 
native plant found near the 
River Bandon at Manch. It 
has dark red purple spikey 
flowers and short dark leaves. 
It is a perennial that grows 
between July and September. 
It is beautifully marked to help 
bees searching for pollen.

Rusty Back Fern is a native 
evergreen plant whose spores 
ripen between April and 
October. It grows 5 to 20cm 
long. The undersides of its 
leaves have silvery scales that 
change to rust colour with age. 
It is usually found in mortar 
walls, limestone pavements, 
rocks and cliffs, and can be 
seen on the River Bandon 
bridges.

Ivy Leaved Toad Flax is 
also known as Coliseum 
Ivy, Wandering Sailor or 
Pennywort. It is native to 
Mediterranean Europe but 
is widely found near our 
River. It normally grows on 
old walls, bridges and waste 
ground, featuring small lilac 
coloured flowers from May to 
September. It has very long 
roots to enable it to hang on 
to the walls.

Bay Rose Willow herb is 
a perennial herbaceous 
flowering plant of the willow 
herb family, known in Britain 
and Ireland as Rose Bay Willow 

Herb. Its reddish stems grow up to 
2.5m; it likes open space and light 
and attracts a range of moths. The 
young shoots and leaves can be 
cooked and eaten, and its fresh 
flowers are edible. The leaves 
can also be used to make a tea. 
This tea is high in iron, copper, 
potassium and calcium, can boost 
the immune system, lower blood 
pressure and cleanse the body of 
toxins and heavy metals.

Whitethorn and Blackthorn may 
be found growing in abundance 
on the hedgerows near the River. 
In May and June, they are covered 
in white blossoms which, by 
Autumn, have become berries; 
the Whitethorn’s red and orange 
berries are known as haws and 
the Blackthorn’s black and oval 
berries are known as sloes, which 
constitute a key ingredient of sloe 
gin. A long history of piseoga 
attached to the Hawthorn deems 
it unlucky to bring the flowers into 
a house in spring despite their 
beauty, though the leaves, berries, 
and flowers have medicinal use, 
as they contain flavonoids which 
have an antioxidant effect and 
can be made into a tea which is 
believed to protect against heart 
disease, high blood pressure and 
cholesterol.

anne lynCh
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1 Hawthorn Blossom - Anne Lynch
2 Flat of Kilcascan - Alison Bailey
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Our River: Observations & Photography

The Ballineen & Enniskeane 
angling association

The Association has played an important 

role in the community for many 

generations, with the first reference 

dating back to 1st of December 1945, 

when the Southern Star stated that ‘at a 

recent meeting, it was decided to form an 

Angler’s Association in this district’. Anglers 

are keen observers of life along the River, 

and the Bandon River was known widely 

for being an important salmon river. In 

more recent times, conditions have been 

affected and changed dramatically by 

modern practices of draining bogs and 

wetlands, plantations of conifer scarifying 

mountains. It has been noted that rivers no 

longer maintain good average water levels 

because of the accumulated drainage in 

the Catchment. Rapid flood water rise and 

flood water decline are the new norms. 

Inland Fisheries Ireland carried out a survey 

of the Bandon River Catchment area in 

September 2019 with a total of thirty-six 

sites being surveyed to determine the 

status of fish life in the River. Salmonid 

catches are not as prolific as previous years, 

but this is comparable to most rivers as 

climate change and other factors have 

resulted in fewer salmon returning to our 

rivers. The Bandon River is noted for big 

salmon (15-20lbs.); the largest salmon 

recorded was caught by Bill Canning on 

the Bandon stretch in 1991, weighing 

in at 28lbs., 3 oz. Similar sized fish have 

been known to have been caught on the 

Ballineen/Enniskeane stretch. The largest 

trout recorded on the Ballineen/Enniskeane 

stretch was caught by local angler Patrick 

Fehily on the Blackstone Flat, 300m west 

of Ballineen Bridge in 1968. As far as we 

are aware, this is the largest recorded trout 

caught on the Bandon River. The presence 

of salmon and trout are a great indicator of 

water quality.

miChael o’Connell & Tom 
Fehily

Restricted movement during Covid 

created an opportunity to get out 

and observe nature in my own 

environment. Not realising the 

variety of wildlife and plants along 

the River, I soon discovered there 

was much more to see than first 

meets the eye. 

The river, with its banks, is a haven for a variety of plants and 
insects. It was great to have this daily retreat to spend time in. 

Flora and fauna need certain conditions to thrive; when lost, it is a 
threat to our wider ecosystem and this can have a knock-on effect 
on our life force eventually. Native trees like oak, rowan, and birch 
are a great support to our wildlife. On the trees beside the river, 
there are numerous birds, such as chaffinch, tree creeper, long-
tailed tit, doves, pigeons, hooded crow, blue tit, coal tit, and the 
tree creeper which creeps quietly along the trunks or branches 
of trees near the river, pecking away at the mosses to get the 
insects it needs. These wild areas near the river also support 
bees, butterflies, moths, mayflies, dragonflies, damselflies and 
more. Sightings of dragonflies can be recorded with Dragonfly 
Ireland 2019-2024. Many of our wildflowers support the pollinators 
including Lady’s Smock, Meadow Buttercup, Cowslip, Cat’s Ear, 
Ox Eye Daisy, and Birds Foot Trefoil. I have photographed the 
wild life along just a short stretch of river; we have egrets, herons, 
swans and cygnets, ducks, cormorants, water hens, sandpipers, 
dippers and otters. Two young otters were recently sighted on 1st 
June 2022. Listen to the rhythm of the season you are in. Observe 
it, as it changes and flows. Look for the flora and observe the 
fauna that are supported by the river. Here I share some of the 
images that I have recorded..

rOse FOley
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Biodiversity map

The Riverside Garden 

beside Ballineen Bridge 

has been developed by 

the Ballineen & Enniskeane 

Tidy Towns association 

as a Community amenity 

and as a mosaic of 

species-rich natural 

habitats.

NaTuRE  aLONG ThE mID-R IvER  BaNDON

BIodIveRsITY Map KeY 

1 WILLOW DOME

2 WILDFLOWER BEDS

3 POLLINATOR FRIENDLY  
 BEDS

4 NATIvE HEDGEROW

5 RIPARIAN MARGIN

6 EDIBLE GARDEN

7 NATURAL WALKWAY

8 MATURE NATIvE TREES

9 NATURAL BEE/BUG   
 HOUSES

10 BUTTERFLY GARDENS

8 9

Sarah Shortall 

Sarah ShorTall 



LaWPRO & the River Bandon

LaWPRO &  C IT IzEN SC IENCE

Citizen Science

Ballineen and Enniskeane Tidy Towns 

Association hosted a fascinating ‘Citizen 

Science Stream Index’ workshop produced 

by Dr. Simon Harrison and his team from 

UCC, to find and examine aquatic insects 

in the river which are able to provide a 

good indication of local water quality. 

Catherine Seale Duggan of LAWPRO has 

followed up on this; enthusiastic residents 

have gained a whole new appreciation of 

the richness and complexity of Aquatic 

Habitats & Species.

Water quality in the Bandon River 

Catchment varies between Good 

and moderate; check out the www.

catchments.ie website for local updates. 

It is important that we aim to have good 

water quality as under the European 

Water Framework Directive, Ireland 

must maintain good ecological status 

for all waterbodies; LaWPRO assist 

communities throughout Ireland to 

achieve this. Everyone can play their 

part in improving water quality. here are 

some of the things that you can do:

•  Get involved in local Citizen Science initiatives; taking 
 part in initiatives like the Citizen Science Small Streams 
 Index will allow you to learn about the ecology of your 
 local stream and can help detect pollution problems. 
 See https://lawaters.ie/citizen-science/ for more details

•  Protect wild native plants and grasses growing alongside 
 the streams edge. Allow them to grow if possible. Do not 
 allow spraying to take place. Our wildlife needs these 
 areas to live in

•  Always make sure to dispose of grass clippings away from 
 the river as if dumped by the bankside, effluent from the 
 decaying grass can enter the river

•  Ask your plumber to check your wastewater is going 
 to the correct places. Rainwater can go to storm 
 drains, soiled or soapy water should only go to the 
 wastewater system

•  Get involved in local litter clean-ups

• Be kind to your rivers and use as much natural 
 cleaning and beauty products as you can. 
 Every little helps!

•  If you are a farmer, you have the option of contacting 
 your local Farm Co-Op or Teagasc Sustainability 
 Advisor for water friendly farming information

•  Always notify the County Council or Inland Fisheries 
 Ireland as soon as you notice any pollution in a river 
 or stream. This will help get a quick response to 
 solving the issue

•  Finally, get out and about and get to know and love 
 your Bandon River!

Catherine seale-Duggan, COMMunity water 
OFFiCer, lOCal authOrity waters prOgraMMe
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Schools’ & Community Engagement

COmmuNITy  ENGaGEmENT

Engagement on Aquatic & Biodiversity 
issues with local populace, through 

evocation of wonder and discussion 
of ‘Best-Practice’ responses, is a clear 
pathway to connecting people with their 
rivers and their landscapes and assisting 
the journey to ecological restoration. 
StreamScapes engaged with St. Mary’s 
Central School in Enniskeane, and 
Ballymoney National School in Ballineen, 
together with the wider community 
through the Ballineen & Enniskeane 
Tidy Towns Association. The following 
are words and images from those 
interactions and the unforgettable Field 
Trips to the local River Bandon.

Ballineen & Enniskeane Tidy Towns 
Association hosted a StreamScapes 

Field Trip at the Riverside Gardens in 
June. This well-attended event focussed 
on the Biodiversity that the River Bandon 
supports. There were wide ranging 
discussions on all related matters, with 
people sharing stories about species that 
they had seen, as well as ‘best-practices’ 
which they had adopted to minimise 
their impact on local environment. 

A special thank you is extended to 
LAWPRO for sponsorship, and Catherine 
Seale Duggan for attending to share her 
knowledge.
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1 Community Event - Rose Foley 
2 Ballymoney National School Mural
3 Ballymoney National School Bird Paintings
4 St. Marys Central School
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2
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Water Quality Status

Bandon River Catchment  area
14 15

ecological status
High Good Moderate Poor Unassigned

Catchment Townlands



aGRICuLTuRE  &  INDuSTRy

The Ballineen & 

Enniskeane area is 

blessed with local 

natural assets and 

resources which provide 

employment for people, 

enabling livelihoods 

which support local 

families and cultural & 

sporting institutions.

a Dairy Farmer’s Story 

I am a dairy farmer living a mile 
from Ballineen village. In 2012 
I joined the Carbery Greener 
Dairy Farms Project. The project 
was set up to learn how to 
reduce our carbon footprint 
and minimise our use of natural 
resources. We were all assessed 
for energy usage, soil fertility, 
with meters fitted for water usage 
in different areas of our farms 
including the dwelling, and a base 
line of all of these parameters 
was created. We focused on 
grassland management, water 
quality, biodiversity, nutrient use, 
soil fertility and herd breeding 
to identify technologies and 
management changes that 
would reduce our impact on the 
environment. A group of 38 of 
us went to UCC and received 
a Diploma in Environmental 
Science and Social Policy; many 
of us did not even have a Leaving 
Certificate!

Regarding our farmyard 
management practices, we are 
rainwater harvesting, with water 
from clean yard and shed being 
diverted to clean drains. We 
use a plate cooler to reduce the 
temperature of our milk by half 
before it reaches our milk tank, 
thereby reducing our electric 
cooling costs. Milk comes from a 
cow at 36 degrees and is cooled 
to 3 degrees in our milk tank for 
collection by our Cooperative. 
The water from the plate cooler 
is stored and re-used to wash 
down our parlour and plant. Our 
parlour washings and soiled water 
areas from our yard are stored 

and spread on the land with a 
low-emission trailing shoe tractor. 
All slurry and fertilisers are spread 
having observed the weather 
forecast for heavy rain within 
48 hours to reduce losses and 
leaching. Our fields are serviced 
by our farm well and our animals 
do not have access to any streams 
for drinking.

Both 2018 and this year (2022) 
are perfect examples of extra dry 
years, thus putting pressure on 
the water systems in farms, towns 
and cities. We were surprised at 
how much water we use in our 
house. Sixty years ago, water was 
drawn by bucket for household 
use, but today we use more water 
than ever before. With five million 
people living in this country, we 
cannot expect to have an endless 
supply of water. Already many 
towns and cities are reaching 
capacity consumption. We should 
have mini-flush and max-flush 
toilets. Consider how many litres 
of water are used each day when 
using the toilet. In Australia, there 
are dual water supply systems in 
towns and cities, drinking water, 
and ‘brown water’ which is used 
for toilets, gardens, washing cars 
etc. We need to conserve our 
water, reduce leaks in the water 
system, take shorter showers, 
collect water from eave shoots for 
gardens etc. There is an old saying 
“You don’t miss the water until 
the well runs dry”. We cannot take 
water for granted and think that it 
is an endless resource.

Cyril Draper

Carbery is owned by our 1,215 farmer 
shareholders, all farming in the West 
Cork area, the majority within 50km 
of the Ballineen plant. Our farmers 
produce the highest quality milk in 
a very sustainable way, from cows 
who are 95% grass-fed. Sustainability 
has, since the foundation of Carbery 
more than 50 years ago, been a 
cornerstone of how we operate. 
Our farmer shareholders share this 
commitment, and we have supported 
them throughout the years with a range 
of measures designed to help them 
farm more sustainable and efficiently; 
they’ve made great strides in relation to 
sustainable farming practices, with the 
improvement of water quality being a 
key focus. Through our membership of 
ASSAP, we are supporting our farmers 
to protect and enhance water quality in 
West Cork.

ASSAP – the ‘Agricultural Sustainability 
Support and Advisory Programme’, 
works with farmers in a free and 
confidential advisory service to help 
improve water quality. In Ireland, all 
water policy and management is led by 
the Water Framework Directive (WFD) 
and under this, the country has been 
set a target of achieving ‘good status’ 
for all its waters. ASSAP is focussing its 
resources on 

working closely with farmers, where 
the farmers in the area will receive 
the offer of a free farm visit from an 
ASSAP advisor, to meet with the 
farmer and assess the farm for any 
potential issues that may be having 
an effect on water quality in the local 
catchment. It is in all our interests to 
work together to improve Ireland’s 
overall water quality and the wellbeing 
of society. Additionally, it will also help 
to strengthen farming by reinforcing 
our green image as food producers, 
and underpin the future development 
of sustainable Irish agriculture. The 
practical advice is designed to help 
maintain and improve our water quality. 
Examples of such measures include 
fencing riparian margins along streams, 
more suitable siting of troughs and 
feeders, improved use of fertilisers and 
slurries, better yard management etc.

As currently formulated, actions that 
ASSAP may recommend to farmers that 
will have a positive impact on water 
quality and that are over and above 
current regulatory requirements are 
undertaken by farmers at their own 
cost. If you are a Carbery supplier 
and are interested in receiving a 
confidential ASSAP assessment, please 
contact 087 650 7861.

DaMien kingstOn

Carbery Group 
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aGRICuLTuRE  &  INDuSTRy

GP Wood 
Environmental protection and biodiversity 
are two of the most important issues the 
world is facing right now. It is our company 
mission to minimise environmental impacts 
through environmental & biodiversity 
management. Within the Ballineen & 
Enniskeane area, we run a Gravel Pit and 
an aggregate washing facility adjacent to 
the Bandon River, as well as a concrete 
manufacturing facility on the banks of 
the Ahán River. To continue servicing 
the West Cork market, we hope to 
develop a new sand & gravel deposit 
in Murragh soon also. Biodiversity is a 
significant consideration for the business in 
developing this site. In our current facilities 
we follow strict policies and procedures to 
minimise our environmental impact. Our 
facilities are assessed under the following 
terms: Important ecological features, 
impact assessment, significant effects, 
cumulative effects, avoidance, mitigation, 
compensation, and enhancement. As 
part of these planning requirements each 
location has the following carried out: field 
surveys, habitat surveys, and an assessment 
of ecological features.

We have environmental monitoring 
programmes for dust deposition, noise, 
and surface & ground water quality. We 

work and liaise with the Inland Fisheries 
and the Bandon Angling Club. We have 
won Environmental Sustainability and 
Community engagement awards within our 
industry nationally and on the European 
stage. We have significant land areas on 
the banks of the Bandon River set aside 
completely as agricultural land / natural 
habitat to benefit biodiversity. In other 
quarries we have rewilded areas very 
successfully and these areas now enjoy the 
benefit of greater wildlife and biodiversity. 
Within our Company we employ an 
Environmental Officer as well as a group of 
specialist external consultants.

Keohane Readymix is fully committed to 
improving and enhancing biodiversity, 
and are always available to answer any 
queries or concerns you may have. We 
are extremely proud to be involved in 
the Ballineen and Enniskeane Tidy Towns 
Association; we commend you on the 
exceptional work to date and wish the 
Group all the best in the future.

MIcHaeL KeoHane 
and paudIe KeoHane

Keohane Readymix

18 19GP Wood is one of Ireland’s leading timber 
processing companies, being formed 
in 2013 as a result of the merger of two 
timber processing companies; the Grainger 
Group based in Enniskeane and the Palfab 
Group of Lissarda. The group employs 
approximately 150 staff with a further 
250 indirect employees, being focussed 
on timber manufacturing in support of 
the construction, fencing, garden leisure 
and packaging markets, operating two 
of Ireland’s largest and most advanced 
sawmills. In 2005 the Group constructed 
Ireland’s first large-scale renewable-biomass 
‘Combined Heat & Power’ (CHP) plant 
to meet the Enniskeane sawmill’s energy 
requirements. The plant produces 2.5 MW 
of green electricity which is sold to the 
national grid, and 6 MW of thermal green 
energy. This plant has won numerous 
environmental awards, and is located on the 
banks of the Bandon River.

GP Wood supports the Climate Change 
Action Plan’s ambition to plant 8,000 
hectares of new forest each year. Ireland’s 
forests already contain 312 million tonnes 
of carbon and they absorb an additional 
3.8 million tonnes of CO2 each year. Every 
hectare of mature forest contains 600 
tonnes of CO2.

“It is well known that forests play a key role 
in our battle against climate change; storing 
carbon while sucking in carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere and locking it into 
their biomass”. Sir David Attenborough, UN 
Environment Programme

The carbon benefit of forest biomass 
includes:

1.  Carbon is sequestered as forests grow

2.  Forest products displace carbon   
 intensive building materials

3. At end of life, forest products can be 
 converted in carbon neutral energy 
 and used for heating and generating 
 electricity.

Our logs are sourced from forests 
accredited by the Forest Stewardship 
Council® (FSC®), who have developed a 
set of principles and criteria for sustainable 
forest management (SFM) which includes 
environmental considerations. We have 
FSC® Chain of Custody Certification 
which traces the tree from the forest 
through processing to its sale as sawn 
timber. GP Wood are also licensed by 
the Environmental Protection Agency in 
Enniskeane since 1992.
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a Journey with our Bandon River

BIRTHPLACE - HER MOTHER MOUNTAIN 

The Bandon river gives life to our story defining 
boundaries and tribal territories. The Shehy 

Mountains (Cnoic na Síofra) carved out of old red 
sandstone by the retreating ice left behind a legacy of 
numerous lakes and valleys leaving our Bandon River 
to spawn and grow in this most impressive scenery 
which West Cork is famous for. bogs dotted with the 
occasional small conifer plantation. A few of the valleys 
still contain a scattering of the old native trees alder, 
birch, ash, oak and holly. The sounds and the silence on 
that day were complimented by -

Ceol Na n-Abhann as -

I chatter over stony ways, 
In little sharps and trebles,
I bubble into eddying bays,
I babble on the pebbles.

Alfred lord TennySon

Our Bandon river - Abhainn na Bandan begins life on 
Nowen hill - Cnoc na n- Abhann her mother mountain. 
Small streams fed by rain water accumulate in the peaty 
soil and form pools. These infant streams overflow, 
trickle downhill and struggle through sedges of tall 
thick grass besetting her path. Finding each other they 
merge, grow larger and rushing downwards carving the 
land exposing the subsoil and rock to form a valley. The 
valley becomes its permanent home where it will remain 
trapped for evermore.

Energised by mountain slopes its aggression increases 
gathering boulders, stones and pebbles scattered and 
deposited along the way forming the river bed.

In the foothills she slows to a gentle stream creating 
a tranquil lake which reflects the rugged beauty of 
her surrounds. Pausing here she rests nestling in the 
sheltered embrace of Cullenagh lake. Cuileannach - a

place of holly. - Lingering here

‘as if to catch a last look or to bid eternal farewell to 
her mother mountain’ G.B.

FARNANES 

Our infant stream now fully refreshed emerges to continue 
its long journey. Soon it is joined by a second stream and 
arrives in Farnanes. In this place our river is spanned by 
its very first bridge. A simple stone structure of supported 
slabs of medieval vintage and known as a ‘clapper bridge’.

We pause at the bridge to reflect back to another time 
when Abhainn na Bandan was known by a different name. 
T.F.O’Rahilly - Early Irish History and Mythology tells us that 
the original name was Loegda or Loigde. Loigde translates 
to Calf Goddess and connects us to the ancient Corca 
Loigde tribes whose territory was south of the Bandon river 
to the sea at Kinsale.

Continuing her journey and flowing North East she arrives 
at Derrnacaheragh - Doire na Cathrach - Oak plantation 
of the Stone Fort. The remains of the stone fort may still 
be seen. Joined by the Garrown River from the south 
and the Derragh Stream from the north, swelled by the 
combination it sweeps past the castle of Togher built in 
1590 by Tadhg an Fhorsa of the Mc Carthy Glas.

Pausing and loitering there awhile on the skirt of the grassy lawn 
which oft felt the pressure of the foot of the thrice hospitable Teige 
O’Downy and where her smooth waters oft mirrored the stalwart 
figure of that great mountain chief. She tardily moves along until she 
reaches the flat ground on which Dunmanway stands. G.B.

Swollen by rivers and streams her direction is again 
changed to the southeast.

DERREENS AND LOvERS LEAP.

Skirting onwards past the woodlands of Beaghauaha 
and Neaskin she arrives at Ardcahan (Ardahun) Bridge to 
absorb the major flow of the Caha River. Invigorated and 
strengthened by this new combination she channels due 
south to the falls in Derreens and Lovers Leap.

At Lovers Leap our river rushes southwards through the 
rock formations of Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous 
slate. In this its new home it cascades spectacularly over 
rock steps cutting a narrow channel and widening to 
create the Derreen Falls and Lovers Leap. This spectacular 
waterfall is enhanced as it thunders into a pool of blue 
water below.

DUNMANWAY

Traversing flat floodplains we arrive at Dunmanway 
located to the west. The town rests in the foothills and 
keeps sentinel over our river as it sweeps beneath a 
handsome stone bridge of six arches. The Long Mile 
Bridge was erected by Sir Richard Cox. Her journey 
south is again interrupted at the confluence of the 
Dirty and Brewery rivers. Commingling and growing 
dramatically Ban - Dea our Goddess river is forced to 
flow ever eastwards until it greets the sea from whence 
it came

Invigorated we are driven onwards passing the keep 
of Ballinacarriga castle where Randal Og Hurley bid 
defiance to the Saxon.

Leaving Ballinacarriga Castle in our wake we sweep 
eastward under its impressive stone bridge having three 
segmental arches beautifully crafted from local stone.

We wander along flood plains laid down over centuries 
and enter eddying bays sheltered by wooded slopes. 
Here we are joined by a tributary river Abhainn Dochtuir 
hidden and bedded deeply in a steep sided ravine. The 
stream forms the boundary between Grillagh and the 
woodlands of Kilcaskan..

The Doctor’s stream - Abhainn Dochtuir - 
commemorates Bishop-elect Dr. Owen MacEgan an 
emissary from Rome. He mustered and led the rebels in 
the aftermath of the 1601 Battle of Kinsale. The battle 
was decided with fatal consequences in the flatlands 
of Manch leading to a retreat across the Bandon where 
many of the rebels were drowned. They finally reached 
the protected shelter of the Doctor’s Glen. The glen 
and river are aptly named and bear witness to the rebel 
leader who was mortally wounded and died there in 
1603. He is buried in Timoleague Abbey.

20

MANCH

Directly opposite Kilcaskan our river forms the southern 
boundary of Manch estate - Maugh Inch. Maugh is a 
plain and Inch means a small island and or move very 
slowly. Here in these extensive flatlands our river moves 
very slowly amid woodlands and surrounding hills of tall 
ash, oak and beech framed in pine groves.

Associated with these historic estates we remember the 
Daunts of Kilcaskan and the Conner - families of Manch 
and reflect on a fatal duel fought in Rhincrew Abbey.

Flowing ever eastwards we merge and are fortified by 
the Blackwater stream - Dubh-Abhainn which forms the 
boundary between Manch and Connerville. Uniquely the 
Dubh-Abhainn has a spare dry bridge aptly named the 
Idle Bridge. The bridge at one time spanned the original 
river bed of the stream later diverted to its current route.

At the bridge a plaque commemorates Arthur O’Connor 
and his brother Roger. They were foremost leaders of 
The United Irishmen and lived just East of this site at 
Connerville. Connerville 1727 was the original home of 
the family in this part. The site of the old mansion was 
lost in time.

hISTORy &  STORIES

The Idle Bridge

The Idle Bridge has generated its own 
stories as to why it exists. e.g.

1 The boundary between the two 
properties and the owner of one tried to 
divert the river to increase his acreage. He 
built a new bridge but that was as far as it 
went: the river refused to be diverted

2 A daughter, Margaret, died aged 18 
about 1776 in a drowning accident. 
Margaret was a daughter of Roger Conner 
and Anne Longfield. Margaret was an elder 
sister of Arthur and Roger O’Connor and 
also a sister of Daniel Conner of Bristol 
(father of the duellist). Margaret’s drowning 
may be the origin of one legend of ‘the 
Idle Bridge. The river was then diverted.

3 The Blackwater river on its old course 
would submerge the railway line. To 
eliminate this risk the river Blackwater 
was diverted to merge with the Bandon 
downstream in its present position.
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Kilmeen cairn

Kilmeen cairn - Joseph Caitney archaeologist 
investigated this cairn. The burial chamber 
he describes as - an extraordinary triple ring 
structure. The burial urn contained a ball of 
clay which by tradition was the ashes of an Irish 
chieftain (MacCon,Tim’s Uncle) and deposited 
there about the year 3500 Anno Mundi

This urn ended up in the Belfast museum. The 
urn dated from 1600BC. The date coincides with 
the arrival of the Milesians. Speculation is that 
the burial urn may be of Lughaigh, son of Ith. To 
add to the speculation a ball of clay was found 
in a bog nearby

Leaving Dubh-Abhainn in our wake we move with the 
river along the Carrigmore stretch and gaze upwards to 
the ruins of Fort Robert and Carrigmore house. Both are 
magnificent mansions with a historic past.

We arrive at a point on the river known as the stepping 
stones. The stones marked a crossing point with pillar 
stones as evidence to a one time bridge structure. Our 
journey onwards leads us through fishing stretches where 
each pool is named recording an event such as - Upper 
Gibraltar and Lower Gibraltar – Soldier’s Hole - Black 
Stone Stream - etc. The names are preserved by our local 
angling club.

BALLINEEN AND ENNISKEANE

The twin villages of Ballineen and Enniskeane nestle in the 
fertile valley of the Bandon River.

Ballineen belonged to the Earl of Cork and later to the 
Earls of Bandon . Lord Bandon in the mid-19th century 
brought many improvements to the village. A market 
house, courthouse, Weslyan Chapel, Gothic church and 
two schools in the area. Ballineen held monthly fairs until 
the mid-1960s

Enniskeane - Inis Céin - means ‘the island of Cian’. Named 
after a local Chieftan - Cian Maol Muadh (later O’Mahony) 
Cian married a daughter of High King of Ireland Brian 
Boru. They resided at Castlelands, Enniskeane.

The Cork Bandon railway opened in 1866. Each village had 
its had its own separate train station. These were closed 
and replaced with a combined station located midway at 
the BEDA centre. The new railway centre opened in May 
1891. A number of businesses including a flax mill were 
built close to the station ultimately joining the two villages. 
Ballineen and Enniskean station closed in April 1961

Our bridge is much admired and is a significant local 
landmark. Its 10 arches elegantly constructed over an old 
fording point Beal Atha Fhínín or mouth of Fínín’s ford. 
The original bridge of the 18th century was widened due 
to a 1727 Road Act.

Our river was special in the beliefs of our ancestors 
whether as Ban-Dea - Banda - Loegda or Loigde. Banda 
was revered as a goddess and had a significant role in 
earlier times of our history and mythology.
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We pause at Ballineen Bridge and linger silently by 
the old church Ballymoney - Croise na Eirigh and recall 
snippets of its history. Resting awhile we look up at the 
hill and royal burial ground of Currane MacCon and 
reflect on Lughaigh MacCon in this his tribal territory.

We recall that after the Milesian conquest of Ireland 
the territory was divided and Lughaigh son of Ith was 
granted south west Munster. His tribe settled in our 
area and adopted our river name Loigde to identify his 
tribe - Corca Loigde. The territory stretched south of 
the Bandon to the sea at Kinsale. The name Lughaigh 
became established and a succession of the Lughaigh 
dynasty ruled through the centuries. Local monuments 
& two burial cairns attest to this. One cairn is located on 
Corran Hill and the other close by in the Kilmeen area.

Corran Hill Cairn - Lughaigh Mac Con reigned as High 
King of Ireland for a period of thirty years 195AD - 
225AD. He was assassinated and his remains cremated 
and interred on Corran Hill in 225AD. Lughaigh is 
one of the earliest known inhabitants associated with 
the Enniskeane and Ballineen area. John Windele 
archaeologist investigated and reported on the Corrran 
Hill cairn in 1838 (see insert).

The old church Balllymoney overlooks the flood plains of 
the Bandon river and is located in the foothills and close 
to the cairn burial chambers described above. Nearer still 
is a remarkable series of interlinked chambers cut from 
solid rock. These monuments from the past indicate a 
place of special significance to our ancestors. In such a 
place churches were set up and some of the old beliefs 
held by our ancestors were adopted to ease in the new 
Christian beliefs.

PALACE ANNE

Continuing on our journey we arrive at Palace Anne and 
commingle with its boundary river. Palace Anne was the 
residence of Captain Bernard Beamish who acted as 
second for Judge Daniel Conner in that fatal Rhincrew 
duel. The boundary river is spawned in Green Hills and 
flows through a vast bogland to arrive in a sheltered glen 
in the woodlands of Carriglad. Concealed in this glen is 
a spectacular waterfall cascading into a long stretch of 
rapids. Following the many clues we have as to where 
MacCon was assassinated this ancient assembly place 
close to the waterfall is a likely spot.

hISTORy &  STORIES

Refreshed by the stream in Sweet Palace Anne we arrive 
at Murragh A Place of Graves. Here in this Place of Graves 
our Bandon river caused dramatic erosion destroying the 
church and most of the graveyard. In 1700 Bishop Downes 
wrote - A good churchyard, fence â tis undermined by the 
river; part of it is worn away. --- It is in repair, only the east 
end and some part of the south side hangs over. Parochial 
Records of Cork, Cloyne and Ross. Published Dublin1863. It 
was recorded that in 1904 - The former church, standing near 
the river, was undermined by it and carried away, together 
with much of the surrounding burial ground.

In concluding our journey with the river we once again 
reflect back to its birth place on Cnoc na n-Abhann. In 
this place is a cave called Leaba Diarmuid. Here Ban-Dea 
played its part in refreshing and sheltering the fugitives 
Diarmuid and Gráinne. The romantic legend of Diarmuid 
and Gráinne in our folklore survives to this day The local 
environ of stone circles, stone rows and boundary dykes 
surrounding the cave all hint at an ancient Celtic settlement.

From Leaba Diarmuid our story takes us with the river back 
to Murragh and a Tumulus Diarmod’s grave. Here in this 
tumulus is a monument marking the end of the romantic 
affair of the fugitives Diarmuid and Gráinne. John Windele 
visited the Murragh Tumulus in 1843 and  recorded: 

At Moragh Glebe we quitted the car to visit Diarmod’s grave, a 
tumulus erected to the memory of Diarmod O’Duivne, one of the 
principle heroes of Fenian romance, the successful lover of Gráinne, 
daughter of King Cormac, and wife of the redoubtable Fionn - - - I 
had heard formerly of this tumulus, the situation of which was 
pointed out by a countryman. “ Between Inniskean and Bandon 
near a graveyard at Moragh is a leabba Dirmit’s Gráinne.” - - - 
We passed through the burial ground which lies close to the high 
bank overhanging the River Bandon. The river we were told, has 
frequently encroached on this bank, carrying away portions of the 
cemetery, coffins, headstones etc.

From its birthplace the river meanders and reaches 
Dunmanway before turning eastward. It flows past the twin 
villages of Ballineen and Enniskeane to cascade over the 
weir at Bandon and onwards to meet the sea at Innishannon 
and Kilmacsimon before draining into Kinsale Harbour. 

and, bending low, kisses the wavelets which the old ocean 
hath sent up to welcome her to its home - G.B.

MiChael O’COnnell, 
Ballineen & enniskeane area heritage grOup 
(Beahg)
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G.B. above references, George B.L. Bennett (1869). The History of Bandon, and the principal 
towns in the West Riding of County Cork. Cork: Francis Guy, Printer and Publisher.
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The Bandon River in history

hISTORy &  STORIES

Street. There are plenty of castles along the River 
Bandon which were built by the various clans along 
the valley from after the time of the Anglo-Norman 
invasions in the late 12th century, including Togher 
Castle, Dunmanway Castle, Ballinacarriga, Castle 
Mahon, Kilbeg, Dundaniel, Shippool, Kilgobbin and 
Ringrone Castles.

Ballineen Bridge is a real beauty with 10 arches 
and a 19’ carriageway, more than likely constructed 
off the back of the 1727 Road Act. In 1800 there 
were ambitious plans drawn up for a canal between 
Colliers Quay in Innishannon that would continue 
upstream as far as Dunmanway. The Duke of 
Devonshire wanted the canal on the north side of 
the river, however, the river had to be re-surveyed 
as the first draft of the canal ran on the south side 
of the River Bandon. The survey included plans 
for the largest aqueduct in Ireland which was to 
have been built a few hundred metres upstream of 
Ballineen Bridge. It would have been the largest 
aqueduct in Munster, had it materialised. 

liaM Murphy

The Bandon River

From old Dunmanway’s purple heights 
Springs up a crystal fountain
And sparkling like a diamond bright, 
You trickle down a mountain.

You creep awhile, then run a mile, 
O’er turf too weak to stand on,
Till growing strong, you roll along – 
The glorious River Bandon.

By lovely Manch and Ballineen 
You make a braver showing,
You linger near sweet Enniskean, 
You hurry by Killowen.

Your beauty dark adorns the park 
By Mahon’s ancient mansion,
And lower down you split that town 
Which goes by the name of Bandon.

The river fair looks sombre here,
‘Tis harnessed beyond reason,
Here Walton’s school oft whip the pool, 
And salmon run in season.

Oh boy! What fun when we were young 
To watch old Stanley land one.
And how we laughed when Gassie gaffed
Beside the bridge in Bandon!

The Bridewell clear flows also here,
And soon your waters mingle,
When swift and strong you rush along, 
Above the golden shingle.

By castled crag you never flag,
Nor storied Innishannon,
Where sleeps Sean Hales, a prince of Gaels 
Beside the River Bandon.

A sheer delight now steals in sight, 
Like stream of burnished silver,
‘Neath verdant hills and sylvan thrills, 
A beauteous winding river.
Then old Kinsale – shades of O’Neill – 
And Spanish warriors landing,
Their galleons ride thy heaving tide – 
Oh, mighty River Bandon!

Where Danube flows the wide world knows 
‘Tis famed in song and story
And then the Rhine, all banked with vine, 
We also crown with glory
The Shannon’s name is known to fame, 
And the Lee is called a grand one,

But scarce a word is ever heard

Of the glorious River Bandon.

Patrick Jones (From the ‘Southern Star’ 1930)

The Bandon River has supported life in our region 
for thousands of years. Today we pump nearly 

5m litres of water per day from the Bandon River 
at Baxter’s Ford Bridge and a further 10m litres/
day from below Dundaniel Castle near Innishannon. 
Over 60,000 people depend on the Bandon River 
for their supply of fresh drinking water with towns 
such as Dunmanway, Bandon, Carrigaline, Kinsale 
and most recently Clonakilty all sourcing their 
supply from the Bandon. The below map shows the 
area around Ballineen Bridge around 1841. This 
is called a fair map and was never published but 
was used to prepare a final draft of the published 
OSI maps. Note a Sundial marked just to the south 
of Ballineen Bridge. This was removed from the 
final draft but it must have made sure local pocket 
watches read somewhat accurately!

We’re limited in our knowledge of when the first 
settlers arrived in these parts but it is easy to 
conclude that where you have fresh water you have 
life. The Chiefs of the upper parts of the Bandon 
are presumed to have resided at Dun Coba which 
went on to become the location of Dunmanway 
Castle on an area of ground to the south of Castle 
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memories of 
the Bandon River

My first memory of the Bandon River is that 

of the 1950s flood on the big field beside 

Ballineen Bridge. All the stacks of barley in 

the field were swept away by the huge flood. 

A few years later in the summer months 

during a spell of hot weather there was a 

famous fish kill. A huge number of salmon 

perished, and it caused great excitement. 

People began diving into the water and 

retrieved hundreds of dead salmon. As the 

river flows through our own land, I have fond 

memories of going fishing for trout with my 

father. Usually all I have managed to catch 

was a tangled line or a bad cold, but I still 

enjoyed the experience. Sometimes at night 

I would go to Enniskeane Bridge and fish 

for trout using dough from the creamery as 

bait. I am glad to say that I was a little more 

successful there. I also used to fish for roach 

in a pond close to the river. As it runs through 

some of my land, my cows were grazing there 

and I often had to cross the river to bring 

them back for milking. I am glad to say that 

the Bandon River has always been part of my 

life. “Life is like a river.” It keeps on flowing, 

ever changing.”

PhiliP CooPer



Laethanta órga ar bhruach an aháin ..... halcyon  Days on the Banks of the ahán

The Ahán tributary has captured my 
imagination since my primary school days at 

Enniskean National School (where Enniskeane 
Concrete Products Ltd is now located). The 
tributary quietly flows adjacent to the site. My 
mind wanders back to evenings when my dad, 
Eugene Corcoran, regaled my brothers and me 
with fireside stories recollecting his schooldays 
in that very same school. He told of the famed 
lunchtime football matches played by him and 
his contemporaries in the school yard beside the 
river during the early 1930s and how oft times, 
depending on the prowess of the footballer, the 
football found its way into the Ahán. And so, my 
fascination with the beautiful tributary began.

It is of interest to note, according to Jeremiah 
O’Mahony in West Cork Parish Histories and 
Place-Names (1959), that in the early to mid 
nineteenth century the eastern part of Enniskean 
village was known as Béal Aháin, from Béal 
(mouth) and Ahán (a stream). The Ahán flows 
from the north or Castletown Kinneigh direction 
and enters the Bandon River circa 150 metres to 
the south of Enniskean village.

It is also of interest that in the mid-nineteenth 
century there was a famous hedge school located 
close to the village, beside the Ahán. In local 
lore, the hedge school master Patrick O’Leary 
was affectionately remembered as being the 
last of the hedge school teachers in this district. 
He very successfully taught Mathematics and 
languages, including Latin and Greek, with some 
of his pupils (all male) becoming doctors, priests 
and civil servants.

Fast forward to my national school days in the 
1960s. Bryan Adams sings of the Summer of ’69. 
Let me take you to the autumn of 1969 when I 
was in Sixth Class and my classmates and I (all 
six of us, three girls and three boys), following 
a secret cogar mogar, and in an endeavour to 
emulate the exploits of Huckleberry Finn and 
Jimín Mháire Thaidgh (characters in texts we 
were reading), decided that as the senior class 
in the school we needed to deal with a matter 
which was of grave concern to us.

Each Wednesday afternoon, tuition consisted of 
An Máistir Scoile asking questions from a Mental 
Arithmetic Textbook which he kept on his desk. In 
our eyes this engagement with the horrors of mental 
arithmetic was a pupil stressor which could no longer 
be tolerated. Something had to be done, so a ruse 
was devised “chun cleas a imirt ar an máistir scoile”. 
The teacher’s mental arithmetic question book 
would have to find a permanent home in the Ahán.

For a week prior to the event An Máistir Scoile’s 
lunch-time movements were keenly monitored on a 
daily basis. His routine consisted of walking around 
the school and for ninety seconds or so, the river 
would be out of his line of vision. We timed his 
movements ... mental arithmetic in action, had we 
realised.

On one particular sunny afternoon in late October 
of that year, I acted as sentry at the school door. 
Four other classmates were strategically positioned 
at the four corners of the school building, while 
one fleet-footed classmate retrieved the mental 
arithmetic textbook from the teacher’s desk, placed 
it under his jumper, ran across the school yard and 
successfully threw the book into its new home in 
the Ahán. Success! Triumph! The brilliance of Rang 
a Sé! Éacht déanta!
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As we sat in the classroom after lunch, our 
teacher was puzzled as he endeavoured to 
locate the book. An bhfaca éinne an leabhar 
meabharuimhríochta?, he asked (Gaeilge was the 
lingua franca of the school). Ní fhaca came the 
reply, as a Code of Omerta prevailed. No mental 
arithmetic that afternoon. Gliondar orainn. On 
the following Wednesday, however, it was back 
to mental arithmetic as An Máistir Scoile had 
acquired a new mental arithmetic textbook. 
The episode of the previous week was never 
mentioned again.

On a fieldtrip to the Ahán in late January 2022 
with the recently formed Citizens’ Freshwater 
Network to study the ecosystem of the beautiful 
tributary, I smiled to myself as I warmly cast my 
mind back to an autumn day in 1969 when the 
river colluded with a group of school children 
seeking to be curriculum and system changers. 
Aoibhneas na h-óige!

Margaret O’DOnOvan

hISTORy &  STORIES
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Best Practice
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Farranasheshery mill 

Farranasheshery Mill, which was located four 
kilometres to the east of Enniskeane, was built 

for Arthur Beamish Bernard of Palace Anne in 1835. 
As described by Seán Connolly in his book titled 
The Bandon River from Source to Sea, “the mill 
had its own rail link to Desert Station where it also 
had its own turntable, and the wagons were drawn 
by a horse named Toe Head (after his birthplace)”. 
The mill was powered by water delivered by a mill 
race which ran from the nearby Bandon River. In the 
mid-19th century, the five-storey high mill which had 
been erected at a cost of £14,000 was considered to 
be the most modern mill in the district (McCarthy, 
2018). On the death of Arthur Bernard, a company of 
millers trading as McNamara, Swanton and Company 
operated the mill until its closure in 1898. In the 
latter half of the nineteenth century the mill had a 
chequered history, experiencing a fire in 1879, which 
was promptly extinguished by staff and local services, 
and a strike in 1892. The mill was demolished in the 
1920s and the stone was used in the construction of 
the boundary wall of Killowen Cemetery, as well as 
for repairs to local roads including the main road near 

Manch. No trace of the mill exists today.

margareT o’Donovan

Fishing in the Bandon River as 
a youth 

As enthusiastic young boys in Ballineen or 
Enniskeane, we couldn’t wait for the 15th 
February to arrive, the day the fishing season 
began. Prior to that date, we would spend 
weeks preparing our fishing equipment 
for the season ahead. Pack Fehily’s shop in 
Bridge Street was ‘the fisherman’s shop’. He 
had everything from a needle to a haystack 
in fishing equipment. Earthworms were the 
best form of bait for the spring months while 
minnows would be preferred for the fairer 
weather. And of course there was fly-flying, 
which required a considerable level of skill. 
There was great enjoyment finding streams 
where minnows inhabitated. - hooking them 
with little rods, using safety pins as a hook. 
When the season opened, we would rush 
out of school, throw our school bag in the 
door, grab the fishing rod and head for the 
river bank. There were favourite spots/holes 
along the river bank where the fish were most 
plentiful and everyone wanted to be first to 
those spots. Local fisherfolk of note were 
Pack Fehily, Neilius & Maureen O’Riordan, 
Pat O’Regan, Jim O’Reilly, and Pete Shorten, 
who all fished for salmon which were a 
lucrative commodity and much in demand. 
Caught fish were transported to the English 
Market on the West Cork Railway. Favourite 
Fishing Holes included:

• Fox’s Hole – just west of Enniskeane Bridge

•  Crab Hole - @ BEDA Pitch

•  Poll Uí Chrualaíoch – Bottom of Daunt’s Inch

•  Upper & Lower Gibraltar holes – 
 near Carbery Group Cheese Factory

•  Key Hole – opposite Derrigra Cross

•  Blackstone Area – opposite late Finbarr
 Hennessy’s home (Legend has it that a  
 Giant, who lived in Corran Hill, dropped a  
 stone in the river at this point)

Kieran o’DriSColl

hISTORy &  STORIES

In our pursuit of livelihood, recreation, and household 
management we have a huge ability to harm, or help, our local 
Water Quality and Biodiversity. We are dependent upon clean 
water coming to us from upstream, while other folk, as well as 
wildlife, depend on the water we discharge being as clean and 
clear as possible. It can be helpful to think of our sinks, showers, 
toilets, and washing machines as tributaries of our local river! 
Outside, on our farms and in our gardens, we also have a huge 
capacity to help or hinder water and habitat quality. Here are a 
few tips to lessen our impacts:

• Avoid any Cleaning Products which contain Phosphates or 
Bleach – they spoil the good work of your sewage treatment/
septic tank, leading to aquatic pollution – use eco-friendly 
products or learn how to make your own citrus- and vinegar-
based cleaning agents*!

• Use the minimum of any cleaning products – enough is 
enough!

• Any common Household Product labelled ‘Hazard’ or ‘Poison’ 
or ‘Toxic’ or ‘Irritant’ must be treated as Toxic Waste when 
disposing of – follow Local Authority Guidelines, and never rinse 
down sink or into drains; this includes Paint, Antifreeze, Drain 
Cleaners, ‘Air Fresheners’, Carpet & Upholstery Cleaners, Toilet-
water ‘Fresheners’, Bleach & Ammonia...they’re all poisonous!!!

• Keep your garden low-maintenance and low water-
dependent; use native plants & trees to establish suitable local 
habitats and assist insects/pollinators, birds, mammals & fish.

• Avoid pesticides, herbicides, and application of synthetic 
fertilisers – they are all enemies of Biodiversity and Soil Health.

• Whether digging your garden, preparing a building site, or 
ploughing a field, remember that Silts & Sediments are one of 
the biggest enemies of Aquatic Biodiversity...contain them as 
best you can.

• Allow for healthy riparian zones along streams and rivers...
these help buffer the effects of fertilisers and silts, and enable a 
flourishing of riverside vegetation.

*To learn how to make your own Household Cleaners visit: 
https://www.rte.ie/lifestyle/living/2020/0422/1134147-10-
cleaning-hacks-with-vinegar-lemons-and-bicarb/



“the study of rivers is not of rivers, 
but of the human heart” 

ancIenT Japanese MaxIM

How can we know a Community? Midway between source and sea in the Bandon 
River Catchment, one comes across the twin villages of Béal Átha Fhínín/Ballineen & 
Inis Céin/Enniskeane. Hereabouts, fertile land and other natural resources sustain a 
people who are rich in tradition, history, spirituality, education, cultural and sporting 
achievement; and who also have a keen eye for the habitats and species which grace 

the mosaic of land- and river-scapes that surround them. This booklet hints at the 
palpable sense of joy and pride which these people have for their world, and how they 
are resolved to conserve these wonders and their beautiful river which timelessly and 

ceaselessly flows, nurturing all.
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Anne Lynch, in the course of her research, 
wishes to thank: Micheál Crowley for access 
to the Crowley Mill; Mary and Christine Dwyer 
for photos of the Flora; Alison Bailey for Map 
and Photo of the Flat of Kilcascan; Mary Allen 
for information on the Buddrimeen stream; 
John Daly for information on the Manch Old 
Mill; Paddy O’Donovan for information on the 

salmon pools on the Bandon River; Noreen 
Harrington for typing up the information.

Note: Requests for material for this little 
booklet were responded to most generously by 
a wide cross- section of the local community. 
The Producers of this publication wish to 
thank all who produced text and images, and 
apologise for brevity or omission due to limited 
space. So much material was generated, that 
perhaps there is scope for a future publication 
to include more of this fascinating copy!

This Booklet was generously 
sponsored by Carbery Group, 
Enniskeane Concrete Products 
(Keohane’s Readymix)
 and GP Wood


